A new PLSGP (potential smokers-light smokers-persistent smokers-giving up smokers-potential smokers) model with birth and death rates on complex heterogeneous networks is presented. Using the mean-field theory, we obtain the basic reproduction number 0 R and find that basic reproduction number for constant contact is independent of the topology of the underlying networks. When 0 1 R < , the smoking-free equilibrium is globally asymptotically stable, then the smoking will disappear. When 0 1 R > , the smoking-present equilibrium is global attractivity, then the number of smoker will remain stable and smoking will become endemic. Numerical simulations illustrated theoretical results. Our result shows that the model is very important to control the spread of the smoking.
Introduction
Smoking is closely related to health, and smoking ranks fourth among the top 10 risk factors for health, according to the World Health Organization report. Tobacco has been identified as a primary carcinogen around the world. Smokers are 10 to 30 times more likely to develop lung cancer than non-smokers. Smoking problem of people has become a significant public health concern. The beha-of smoking equilibriums are calculated in Section 3. In Section 4, we analyze the stability of the equilibria. In Section 5, sensitivity analysis and numerical simulations are illustrated. In Section 6, we give some conclusions and discussions.
The Model Formulation
In this paper, we establish the giving up smoking model as Figure 1 . From Figure 1, the total population is divided into four compartments, namely, the potential smokers compartment (P), light or occasion smokers compartment (L), persistent smokers compartment (S), and quit smokers group (G). The total recruitment number into this homogeneous social mixing community is b.
Transmission coefficient from the potential smokers compartment to the light smokers compartment is 1 ρ , Transmission coefficient from the potential smokers compartment to the persistent smokers compartment is 2 ρ , Transmission coefficient from the light smokers compartment to the persistent smokers compartment is α , The permanent quit smoking rate is β , The relapse rate of which temporary quit people to become potential smokers is δ . Naturally death rate is µ . The total population size is ( )
G t be the relative densities of potential smokers, light smokers, persistent smokers and quit smokers nodes of degree k at time t, respectively.
With these assume, the dynamic mean-field equations of the PLSGP model can be written as follows: 
is the probability that a node has degree k and thus ( )
denotes the average degree.
Clearly, these variables obey the normalization condition:
The initial conditions for system can be given as follows ( )
In this model, we assumed µ equal to p. , , ,
The Basic Reproduction Number and Equilibrium
Proof. To get the information-prevailing equilibrium solution
E P L S G * * * * * , we need to make the right side of system equal to zero, it should satisfy 
We can obtain the reproductive number ( ) 
Stability Analysis of the Equilibrium
Theorem 2. When 0 1 R < , the smoking-free equilibrium of system (2.1) is globally asymptotically stable.
Proof. The Jacobian matrix of the smoking-free equilibrium of system (2.1), which is a 3 3 n n × matrix, can be written as follows:
A direct calculation leads to the characteristic polynomial of the smoking-free equilibrium in the following from: Next, the globally attractivity of positive endemic equilibrium is discussed. The main result is given in the following theorem.
, where
is the unique smoking equilibrium of (2.4) for
Proof: In the following, k is fixed to be any integer in ( )
There exists a sufficiently small constant ( )
From the second equation of (2.4), it follows that ( )
,
Hence, for any given constant
Then, it follows from the third equation of (2.4),
Similarly, for any given constant 
1, 
So for any given enough small constant ( ) 
It follows that
So for any given enough small constant
there exists a 5 4 t t > , such that
From the third equation of (2.1) implies that ( )
Due to ξ is a small positive constant, we can derive that We can easily get
Again, from the first equation of (2.1), it has ( )
Hence, for any given constant { } 7 6 0 min 1 7 , ξ ξ < < , there exists a 7 6 t t > , such that 
Turning back, one has
So, for any given enough small constant { } 
So for any given enough small constant { } From the third equation of (2.1) implies that
So, for any given enough small constant { } 12 11 0 min 1 12, ξ ξ < < , there exists
Noting that 1 0 1l ξ < < , one has 1 0 ξ → as l → ∞ . In the six sequences of (4.26), by taking l → ∞ , it follows from (4.26) that ( )
Substituting (4.27) and (4.28) into q and Q, respectively, one has 
Finally, substituting q Q = into (4.26), in view of (3.2) and (4.28
The proof is completed.
Numerical Simulations
In this section, some sensitivity analyses are presented to illustrate the result of the smoking model (2.1). We consider the system (2.1) on a scale-free network with the degree distribution ( ) and k S approach to zero, the smoking population will ultimately disappear, which means that smoking will disappear. In Figure 3 , we choose 0.2 Figure 4 and Figure 5 show the dynamic behavior of light problem smoking and heavier problem smoking with different degree when 0 1 R < . Figure 6 and Figure 7 show the dynamic behavior of light problem smoking and heavier problem smoking with different degree when 0 1 R > . We find that the larger degree leads to larger value of the smoking level.
Conclusion
In this paper, we propose a PLSGP giving up smoking model on scale-free network. 
